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When Mademoiselle Rachel first won the enthusiastic ad-
miration of the public, she was immediately called la grande
tragedienne. Yet at that time she only gave promise of what
she would be; the signs were indeed extraordinary, and she
fully justified afterward the expectations she had raised and
the title she had obtained. But it was not at once that, in
every role, she deserved the extravagant encomiums lavished
upon her first steps; there were some in which only transient
rays pierced at intervals through the darkness. It was not
until some years had elapsed that the radiant sun burst forth
in all its splendor.
The one in which her excellence was most evidently pro-
gressive was "Phedre." It was not until her return from
Russia, when her talent was in its maturity, that she fully
realized this superhuman conception of the poet.
It was remarked that she had brought back from her dis-
tant excursion the art she either had not before, or had never
deemed necessary—the art of pantomime. When, in France,
Rachel had uttered in her deep, clear, sonorous tones the
poetry of Corneille and Racine, the poets were sufficient in
themselves; they were at home, and loved and appreciated;
the public knew the text, and needed no paraphrase. But
the priestess had borne her gods into an unknown region, es-
tablished their altars in an unconsecrated temple, amid unbe-
lieving nations; the pythoness spoke a strange tongue; the
melody of those eloquent oracles fell into sealed ears, and the
human passions to which she gave a voice were mute to those
deaf spectators. Something that appealed to the eye was
wanting there, and the intelligent interpreter supplied it And
when she brought back this new faculty, even those who had
never found it lacking exulted in the acquisition, and the de-
tractors, who would formerly only acknowledge she was a
splendid reader, dared no longer thus qualify their praise.
The character played was now not in the voice and look
only of the actress, but in her whole being. The voice
of the actor has but a limited part to play in the event.
When he ceases to speak the interest is transferred to the
next speaker, and so on from one to the other of the dra-
matis persona. With Rachel the case stood wholly differ-

